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1 BACKGROUND

NRC / NEI Activities on Digital I&C Issues

The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) and the US nuclear power
industry, through the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI), are working to develop common
understandings and guidance for various technical and regulatory issues related to the use of
digital instrumentation and control (I&C) equipment in critical nuclear plant applications. NRC
has documented its approach in the Project Plan - Digital Instrumentation and Control,
Revision 1, February 2008. The NRC plan describes a set of Task Working Groups (TWGs) that
are addressing specific topic areas. TWG #2 is responsible for issues associated with Diversity
and Defense-in-Depth (D3), which refers to the concern that the use of identical software
elements or shared resources creates a vulnerability to common-cause failures (CCFs) of
redundant trains of safety equipment or multiple plant systems.

This paper addresses Problem 4 of TWG #2, Common-Cause Failure Applicability:

"Clarification is desired on identification of design attributes that are sufficient to eliminate
consideration of CCFs (e.g., degree of simplicity)."

NRC is developing interim staff guidance (ISG) on this topic, described in the plan as follows:

"ISG will be developed for digital system design attributes that are sufficient to eliminate
consideration of CCFs. These attributes will include recommended diversity strategies and
acceptance criteria for attributes such as degree of simplicity, complexity, and robustness."

Purpose & Scope

This paper provides technical insights on the mechanisms of common cause failures induced by
software faults or other digital design faults, in order to help determine when a digital system
should or might not be considered susceptible to digital CCF. For the purposes of this
discussion, a digital CCF is a systematic common cause failure resulting from a design fault in a
digital system or component (e.g., a design error in the software or software-hardware
interaction). It is anticipated that this input will be helpful in developing the ISG on this topic
and in refining it as needed.

This paper does not cover other, non-digital types of CCF, such as those induced by random
hardware faults, extreme environmental conditions, manufacturing or installation faults, or
operation and maintenance errors (e.g., incorrect parameter values or miscalibrations) that are
essentially the same for analog and digital systems. This is an important qualifier, because non-
digital CCFs may actually be more common than digital CCFs, even for digital systems. While
such non-digital failures remain possible (and do sometimes occur), nuclear quality assurance
(QA) requirements (10 CFR 50 Appendix B), including proper procedures, documentation,
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environmental qualification testing, etc., are credited with providing reasonable assurance of
adequate protection against them. It is anticipated that noni'digital CCFs will continue to be
addressed by existing QA processes and administrative procedures, and are not part of the digital
CCF discussion.

This paper was intentionally kept brief for use in the TWG discussion format. It is not the
objective of this paper to provide a complete, detailedrecipe and precise, quantified criteria
against digital CCF that would be applicable to all situations. Rather, it proposes, a generic
approach illustrated with a few examples; the approach is, intended to :be tailored, on a case-by-
case basis, with appropriate engineering judgment..

Overview of CCF Applicability (Susceptibility) Issue

A D3 strategy should reflect careful consideration of which digital systemi's and coinponents
might be credible sources of digital CCF, and which need not be ad.es edbecausehey cn bMe,
shown to be highly unlikely contributors to CCF. 'A diversity-!6nly approach may overloo6k
choices that good engineering judgment would indicate are:nfore appr6priaie, andn may
unnecessarily increase functional; design; operational 'and maintenan6e cmmll Iexity. In some
cases it does not ensure adequate protection or provides a less than' optiAnal solution. 'It 'ar' al'so
introduce difficuities in deciding which course of action should be takefi wh~ent two diverse
systems disagree. As notedin NUREG/CR-6463 (Re',iew Guidelinegion S6ftitre Lanoguagýfo
Use in Nuclear Power Plant Safety Systems, June 1996): "

"Uncontrolled or unspecified &external' diversity cain lead to ; proliferation of interfaces
which impact safety due to difficult maintenance, testing, verification, and validation."

Therefore, careful assessment of CCF susceptibility is critical in keepitig the D3 straiegy simple,,
practical and effective.
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2 ASSESSING CCF SUSCEPTIBILITY

In many cases, using design features (defensive; measures) that preclude or limit digital CCFs can
offer a far simpler alternative to diversity to achieve adequate protection, or can reduce the scope
of CCF protection needed from diversity measures. It is important to note that the high quality
digital systems proposed for use in critical nuclear plant applications typically ensure high
system dependability in part by utilizing many of the design and process attributes that provide
protection against digital failures and CCF. Therefore, a useful step in assessing protection.
against digital CCF, and in demonstrating in specific instances that D3 evaluations need not
consider certain types of potential CCFs, is an evaluation of evidence that shows where and why
.CCFs are highly unlikely. ,

This paper.presents an.approach for assepsing digital system, susceptibility to CCF, and in
particular, f9r determining-when specific.digital devices and components may be treated as
insignificant sources of CC. for tge, purposes of D3 evaluations., The approach is based on
evaluating plantand digital system design characteristics and features, operating procedures,
operating .history, etc., that provide insights on. both CCFprotection and vulnerabilities.
Ultimately, engineering Judgmen ,is applied: to. the c.ompiled eyidence to assess the effectiveness
and completeness .of the, defensive measures-,determine whether there .is reasonable assurance
that digital CCF suscqeptibilities have been adequately addressed, and, if not,, where additional
protection is needed from diverse backups or other means. The object of a digital CCF

susceptibility evaluation could be a self-contained device, like a smart transmitter, or a digital
system component, like an-operating system or function block module. *

The approach described here concentrates primarily on measures other than diversity, and in
particular, on 'digital system design attributes that are sufficient to eliminate consideration of.
CCFs". The following' sections discuss potential CCFs in the nuclear power plant (NPP) context

and designed-in "defensive measures" that help protect against digital failures and digital CCFs.

Note also, that the approach described here is consistent with and expands on the NRC Staff.
position expressed in Revision 5 of Branch Technical Position 7-19, Guidance for Evaluation of
Diversity and Defense-in-Depth in Digital Computer-Based Instrumentation and Control
Systems, March 2007:

"In certain cases, the Staff has concluded that software-based components are sufficiently
simple and deterministic in performance that measures such as, for. example, online error
checking and exhaustive testing provide adequate assurance that the component is not a
significant source of common-cause failure. Common-cause failure of such components
need not be considered in the course of a D3 analysis."

Further, in Regulatory Issue Summary 2002-22, Use of EPRI/NEI Joint Task Force Report,
"Guideline on Licensing Digital Upgrades: EPRI TR-1 02348, Revision 1, NEI 01-01: A Revision
of EPRI TR-! 02348 to Reflect Changes to the 10 CFR 50.59 Rule, " NRC Staff noted,
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.......... for some relatively simple digital equipment, engineering evaluations may show
that the risk of failure due to software is not significant and need not be evaluated further,
even in applications of high safety significance."

The Staff positions highlight simple, deterministic performance, error checking, and exhaustive
testing. All are attributes that contribute to assurance that CCF is unlikely. This approach can be
developed more fully, as described in the following sections.
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3 CCF MECHANISMS
Digital CCF can result from four main mechanisms:

1. When a'single component that is susceptible'to digital faults is shared by several functional
units, the failure of, or incorrect interactions with this component could cause a concurrent
loss of multiple units. Power supplies and human-machine interfaces are examples of shared
components that may be sources of digital CCF.

2. Identical or similar components in multiple functional units may harbor identical digital
faults which, if challenged concurrently, could lead to the CCF of these units. For this
discussion, failures are considered concurrent if the time interval between them is too short
for repair or recovery measures to be taken.

3. Failure propagation: incorrect values or incorrect interactions from a failed functional unit
may be conveyed through data communication links and cause other units to fail
concurrently.

4. Shared susceptibility to global stressing conditions such as special dates (e.g., January 1 st
2000), data communication storms, viruses or unauthorized system changes could also result
in digital CCF.

In assessing the susceptibility to digital CCF for a given system or I&C architecture, each of
these mechanisms should be considered. Note that requirements specification details can
profoundly impact vulnerabilities to CCF. For example,.in nuclear safety applications,
regulatory requirements on separation and independence restrict the potential for CCFs that
involve mechanisms 1 and 3 above. And requirements specifications that are ambiguous or
incomplete can result in vulnerabilities to any or all of the mechanisms listed above. Failures
involving mechanisms 2 and 3 above might be design related, like software bugs, or perhaps
more likely, human/process related, like incorrect configuration parameters or repeated
maintenance errors.

Human and process related failures may involve digital system issues, e.g., inadequate software
V&V. However, in many cases they are not "digital" failures per se, as they involve well known
conditions and vulnerabilities that are identical for analog systems, like the possibility of
assigning or setting incorrect setpoints in redundant divisions of a system.. For the purposes of
D3 evaluation, use of identical setpoints in redundant divisions of a system does not by itself
constitute susceptibility to digital CCF, because well-developed process are in place to manage
setpoints, independent of whether they are used in analog or digital implementations.
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4DIGITAL FAULTS
Some digital faults originate as requirements specification errors that are then incorporated into
the software or system design. Experience in the operation of highly reliable digital systems in
various industry sectors has shown that specification faults are an important, and sometimes a
dominant source of digital failure. They typically result from specifications that are incomplete,
incorrect or ambiguous. A significant percentage of digital failures involve systems that
encounter off-normal conditions that were not anticipated or well understood at the requirements
stage.

Intrinsic digital design faults that are introduced during the implementation phase, but which are
independent of the requirements specification, can come in a wide variety of types, for example:
constructs that could cause division by zero, out-of-bounds indices, digital overflows or
underflows, deadlocks (in multi-tasking software), memory losses, unprotected access to shared
resources, etc. They may concern single processing units, or distributed systems (faults that
could lead to race co ' nditions, for example). They could result in incorrect output values,
sequences, or timings. They could affect only specific components. In practice however, digital
system designers manage many types of potential faults and improve system dependability using
specific tools and/or defensive measures to ensure detection, avoidance or tolerance, and thereby
eliminate them as credible sources of CCF. Such techniques and devices are discussed further in
later sections.
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5 PREVENTING DIGITAL FAILURES AND CCFS

A digital failure results from the activation ,of a latent digital fault. Both ingredients - a fault
and an activating condition (or trigger), are needed to create a failure, and defensive measures
can be used to reduce the potential for both. Designers can and do employ practices that help
reduce the number of residual digital faults. However, as it is usually impossible to completely
preclude the existence of residual faults, designers also use techniques and features that limit the
potential for the occurrence of conditions that could activate them. If the conditions required to
activate a latent fault or failure can never occur, the latent fault is not a potential source of CCF.
An assessment of CCF susceptibility should consider all the defensive measures being utilized in
a device or system that effectively reduce digital faults or limit activating conditions for them,
both in the design phase and in the operational phase.

Attachment A contains lists of defensive measures that are useful to detect, eliminate, and avoid
faults in functional specifications, programmable equipment, and smart devices with simple,
fixed functionality. The lists are not considered exhaustive, but are helpful in understanding the
types of attributes that suppliers, licensees and inspectors should address. Note that properly
implemented simplicity and modularity in design and functionality are highly advantageous in
that they enhance the effectiveness of nearly every one of the measures listed in the tables.
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6 EXAMPLES

The following subsections offer brief descriptions of how the question of CCF susceptibility
might be addressed for typical digital components in nuclear plant applications. The basic
process is to:
* determine which CCF mechanisms (Section 3) apply, along with the types of faults, failures

and CCFs that might be relevant,

, identify the defensive measures in place to avoid or eliminate such failures, and

* assess the effectiveness and completeness of the defensive measures.

The evaluation will likely involve a critical review of the design, supplier processes and*
documentation, and operating history to assess the effectiveness and coverage of the defensive
measures that are in place and whether there is reasonable assurance that the CCF likelihood is
low enough to exclude the component from further consideration in the D3 evaluation. A key
consideration will be assessment of component complexity and its impact on effectiveness of
factors such as testability and operating experience. Ultimately, applying and properly
documenting engineering judgment will be an important part of the evaluation process.

"Smart" Transmitter

Identical "smart" transmitters are used to monitor pressure in redundant divisions of multiple
safety and critical-to-operation non-safety systems. They are widely used, commercially
available devices that have been evaluated and qualified for use in nuclear safety applications
using the applicable regulatory guidance. In the plant implementations they do not share
common resources Or communications networks, so the potential CCF susceptibilities of interest
involve only items 2 and 4 from the list in Section 3, identical components and global stressing
conditions. Software errors and designed-in susceptibilities to selected global stressors are the
fault types of interest. The defensive measures list of Table 3 in Attachment A isused as a
starting point for the evaluation.

The evaluation shows that the device has important simplicity attributes (e.g., single function,
fixed number of inputs and outputs, few configuration parameters, highly testable, software
architecture with no branching and minimal interrupts, etc.). The configuration procedure uses a
proven software tool that includes human factors features designed to reduce the likelihood of
configuration errors. The software does not include features like date or time tracking that might
introduce susceptibilities to global stressors. It is not practical to perform 100% testing, but
various self-testing. and diagnostics features are included, and data validation routines are used to
check output values before they are used by the downstream control devices. Because it is based
on a commercial device, there is extensive, successful experience in operation, and the software
has been stable for many years, as evidenced by the vendor records of problem reports and
configuration management. Also, because the device has only one function, all the operating
experience is relevant to the nuclear plant applications.
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Engineering judgment, based on the collective evidence described above, is that there is
reasonable assurance that this smart device is not a likely source of CCF and need not be
considered further in. D3 evaluation. ,Note that if this device had been shown:to be 100%
testable, that, along with documentation of the testing might have provided sufficient assurance
by itself that it is not a credible source of digital CCF for the purposes of D3 evaluation..

Programmable Controller

Identical programmable platforms are planned for use in redundant divisions 'of safety systems,
as well as critical-to-protection non-safety systems. The software elements include the operating
system (OS) anid function block modules, which are the same in every device, and application
code, which provides the application-specific instructions,' and sequences calls to the function
block modules for specific calculations and operations. (For the purposes of this discussion, the
OS includes all the embedded platform software and firmware except function:block modules
and application code.) The D3 evaluation indicates that diverse backups for some of these
platforms may be needed to conform to. regulatory guidance, so, an evaluation is performed to
determine whichof the software components are likely sources of digital CCF.

Operating System
Again the failure mechanisms are those that involve comm0on software -faults and vulnerabilities

to global stressors. A review ofthe platform starting with the defensive measures 1ist in Table 2
in Attachment A reveals that the opelrating system-is used in a deterministic fashion i litt restricts
software trajectory, facilitates testing, and guarante.es adequate. response. times. The operating
system executes the same sequence of instructions regardless of plant operating mode or data
input values; there are no process driven interrupts. The OS is effeciively "blind" to plani
transients. This ensures that residual faults in the operating system software, though likely to
exist, are extremely unlikely tobe activated by plant transients. Further, sus;eptibilities to global
stressors have been :systematically eliminated by avoiding use of features that might create'such
vulnerabilities, e.g., there is no management of time anddate, there are minimal interrupts, etc.
(Note that diverse operating 'systems would be, susceptible to •CF if they shared ulnerabilities
to the same global stressors). The0S version has beenstable, -ard has extensive successful

experience in operation. Based on the preponderance ofthe evidence, the OS is judged not to be
a significant source of digital'CCF of redundant trains of. a safety systemr of disparate plant
systems that use this OS.

The platform review also evaluates the poiential, forthe platform's micr,0prpoessor to be a source
of digital CCF. Based on the massive experience in operation over more than ten years, on the
cyclic, deterministic behavior of the software, and on extensive system, testing, the review judges
that the microprocessor will also be insignificant asa source of digital CCF.

Functioni Block Modules

The function block modules execute standard elementary functions such as mathematical
functions. Assurance of adequate detection and elimination of design faults is based on their low
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complexity (elementary functions are usually independent from one another, use little or no
memory and few parameters, and are based on well-understood and proven algorithms); stability
(they are rarely modified) and extensive experience in operation. . In this case, review of the
platform confirms that all the function block modulesare 'simple; stable-and mature, used
appropriate quality assurance processes, and have extensive operating history.. They are.

therefore judged not to be significant sources of digital CCF of redundant trains of a safety
system or of disparate plant systems that use these modules. Note that future changes to function
block modules would likely require revisiting the evaluation to deterfmine whether this
conclusion is still valid; new modules with limited operating history would warrant extra
scrutiny. Alternatively, procedural defensive measures might be considered, for example,
prohibiting the Use of selected function blocks until they have been thoroughly evaluated and
established sufficient successful operating experience.

Application Code

For application-specific .or ,configuration software,.: some design faults can be-avoided or made
less likely using devices .such as data. validation routinesthat flag -out-of-range input data values,
trusted code generation tools that simplify programming, and deterministic programming
techniques (the next steps and their timing can be predicted depending only on the current state)
that facilitate. testing and guarantee adequate response times and low levels of residual *faults
(Table. 2). If sufficient defensive measures have been taken, a reviewermay conclude .that the
likelihood of digital CC0" is is'ignfi• .it- not because CcF ii'absb6iitely p1ecludedbuit because
it willbe comiletely d0oninated b)# other,tion-digital 'cau•S 0f CCF (e.g., systematic
miscahibraton of redundant instruments). It should also be noted that the applcation code is .
where thfumnctional'requirenments are qommunicated to fte efctrol system, and is therefore also
susc~ptib~ie to specification faults...........................' '

In this case, evaluation of the a0phication, including jts development process and-documentation,
reveals that the requirements specification was sijected to systematic reviews to address
concerns of correctness, comi'pleteness'and ambiguity (Table I). Further, applicable defensive
measures from Table 2 have been inco porafted n the design, includinguse f a proven'f
developnient 'tool, anf test coverage's closeto1%. While the application code is relatively'
simple compared to m.st 'c0htroisystem ýalgorithfsis' it 'is not trivial. Also, as it Was Custom
developed for ih'e',fnuclear plaht applicatidn, it has littie experience* in operation. Because of the
potential for undetected speCification errors and the limited Operating 'experience, it is judged that
the application code should not be eliminated as a potential CCF source in D3 eValuation. This
conclusion would remain the same even if diverse hardware platforms were proposed, as the
potential for CCFS originating in specification errtrs would beý'ufichanged:'

In some'cases it-migitlbe'pogssib'lte"0' eliminidte a simple applickiion ds.a a-ignificant dCF source'.
In addition to the considefations de'scriibed above, ith -h valuetin would seek to show that the
application is sufficiently simple that a flawed or incomplete requirements specification is highly
unlikely, and that the system has very high test coverage. Applicable. operating experience might
also be credited.
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Identical Platforms in Different Plant Systems

Suppose theprogrammable controller-described above is to be used in two different plant
systems, either both safety, both non-safety,. or one. of each. The software components are
evaluated as before, and again the OS, the microprocessor and the function block modules are
eliminated as potentially significant contributors to CCF, with particular attention given to
ensure-that there is no use of clocks, dates or counters that could introduce CCFs in unanticipated
situations. Again the application code could be a weak link. ,However, the evaluation -
determines that the two applications have significantly different functional requirements, and
therefore significantly different algorithms. A few of the same function block modules are used
in both applications, but operating on different plant parameters, different. sensor types and with
different timing behaviors: In this case, the application code is judged to be an insignificant
contributor to CCF.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
Diversity is not the only means of protection against digital CCF. Other measures (collectively
called "defensive measures") maybe used to limit or preclude digital CCF,; or can reduce the
scope of CCF protection needed from diversity measures. However, to decide whether a given
digital system or digital, architecture is, or is not, susceptible to digital CCF, or decide whether
defensive measures or diversity offers the most appropriate CCF protection, sound engineering
judgment and supporting data are needed.

Also, in order, to be. credible, claims regarding defensive measures should be supported by sound
argument and appropriate .evidence.. This willoften require detailed understanding of the design
of the digital system and of its environment.
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ATTACHMENT A

Defensive Measures Against Functional Specification Faults

Table I , lists a set of defensive measures against functional specification faults and their potential
benefits. Such measures are primarily process related, particularly those that protect against
functional mistakes. Although they are process focused, they often generate documentation that
can be used to confirm their use after the fact.

Defensive Measures for Programmable Equipment

With an appropriate s et of defensive measures, digital design faults are very unlikely to be a
dominant cause of digital failures and digital CCFs, even when different blocks contain identical
software modules. Table 2 provides an example of a set of defensive measures. that would be
appropriate for programmable equipment. It relies heavily on "designed-in" features that are
particularly effective against failures triggered by unanticipated operating conditions. These
features are often recommended for high quality programmable equipment.

Defensive Measures for Smart Devices with Simple, Fixed Functionality

Table 3 lists a set of defensive measu res that are particularly appropriate for simple devices.
This set is based on a list of desirable attributes for the assessment of built-in quality of
commercial grade smart devices introduced in EPRI TR 106439 [4]. It includes process-related
measures, designed-in features, and measures that can be applied by the user of the device to
limit susceptibilities. While the defensive measures listed in Table 2 are generally for more
complex devices, they may also be useftil in simple devices.
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Table I
Examples of Defensive Measures against Functional Specifications faults

Defensive Measures . Benefits

Functional specification focused on what is strictly Avoid functional mistakes, including:
necessary for safety, and for the operation of the digital . Oversight of some of the operationaI conditions
system. that may face the digital system.
Static and rigorous determination of all the entities e Incorrect characterization of anticipated
interacting with the digital system, and of their different operational conditions.
states. * Incorrect characterization of interfacesland

Funtina secfiatonaddesin al es ltnginteractions. . . .
Functional specification addressing all resulting Specification of inappropriate behavior~for
operational onditions., some operationa[ conditions.,.

Simplicity of interfaces and interactions. Failure to specify actions and operational

Identification and examination of the differences With.. concerns for faults and failures.-,
the I&C system to be replaced or with similar I&C * Failure to extend an existing system's logic into
systems that have proven to be~adequate.. *:-.all operating conditions

Functional specification languages, elementary
functions and tools with clearly defined and'simple .

syntax and semantics. ,.-

Specification methods and tools well-adapted to Avoid technical mistakes, e.g.,: -

application domain, allowing simple functional * -Incompleteness.
specification. * Ambiguousness.
Specification methods and tools that can help avoid or ' Ins~uffidient accuracy...
detect incompleteness and int'rnsicallý Unsound -•-Oversight of-possible effects, of digitization:
expressidns (e.g., expressions thit could lead to • Oversight of possibWe adverse side-effects.
divisions by zero).... ... ... .. . _ . .. I..Intrinsically unsound.expressions.

Functional specification process guaranteeing that * ,,;Incorrect translation of-results.of functional
relevant functional studies are taken into account - studies into.functional specification.
correctly. o .

Functional specification process providing clear .
guidance regarding effects of digitization.

Systematic verification of correctness and ' . , ..-Reveals and removes existing functional
completeness of functional specification versus plant removesfexisti
functiOnal and safety requirements.. , .. seiiainfut..
Existence of an unequivocai and easy to .reach safe
failure position..

Boolean safety outputs with clearly'identified failure ..Reduce the likelihood ofipotentially unsafe
modes and unsafe failure modes.. - , failures. Ensure rigorous treatment of potentially

Unsafe conditions (as opposed to abnormal
Particular focus on plant conditions for which incorrect behaviors 'that cannot resu'It in unsafe conditions,
or incomplete system specifications could result in e.g., unspecified behaviors during commissioning
unsafe failures- (e.g., plant transients). tests before fuel is loaded) .
Verification of functional specification particularly.
focused on potentially unsafe outputs. - .. . . . . • .,

Specification of the conditions-that should be satisfied
by inputs (pre-conditions), and of conditions that must.
be satisfied by outputs'(post-conditions). .:-.
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Table 2
Examples of Defensive Design'Features for Programmable Equipment .

,,Defensive Measures Benefits~~
Rigorous development-and modification processes.

Use of trustwo'rthiy toolsý fordevelopment and'
verification.

Lower likelihood of introducing faults and higher •Focus on safety, avoidance of non requir~edF oa , d e q likelihood of fault detection, resulting in fewer.
components and capabilities, .residual digital design faults.

No generic susceptibilities (e.g., no management of
time and date).'

Static allocation of resources.

Dtriitceair. Avoidance of triggering conditions through

Invariability of softward-during operation.: rigorous identification,.characterization and
• . .; oc..... s ir :, . minimization of factors that can, influence the,

Validation of inputs prior to furthere functioning of software'.

Clearly identified short term memory. Software is confined to wel-tested~trajectories

Interrupts only for exceptions and clock, no process ... .

driven interrupts.•- . . -.

Cyclic functioning. '.... ' Avoidance of various potential fault triggering

Single-tasking. ' . , conditions.

Limited amount of short term'me'n~rory! ", Increased assurance thaa safety system CCF is
y . very unlikely to occur with the system in normal

AsynchronOusOperatiOn-(n6 internal' •lock)." "run" mode (checking real-time plant parameters
. . •against trip setpoints)

Non-,software Watchdogs_(failOre of the digital.system .

or channel to periodically reset.a:watchdog'results in a Fault tolerance- software deviations and -failures,
specified safe action within a specified time frame)., are detected, and,the system is rapidly driven to

Surveillance of short and long term memory. Defensive'"' a safe- state. ":

programming.
Iigorous'operational pr0-edulOres for o'perator' requests -... Fault tolerance through measures ensuring that-

(onee sar. ti;"bnly -,hen 6bs616tb.y_ digital failures triggered by operator request or..
necessary). - .. - elapsed time, e~g.,' counter or buffer overflows,
Staggered startups of redundant channels and diverse '- do not concurrently affect multiple channels or '
systems systeri•.'

"Dissociation". of Operating System from Application '.'. .Avidance of.triggering. conditions for Operating
Software. '" ' ; ' . - System faults,

Transparency'of Operating Syster to planttransients. Operating ster corifi6ed to v'ell-teste.d

.Constant bus loading (processors and: trajectories.
communications) . , Plant transients and unanticipated plant'

behaviors badnot trigger residual faults in.,
~Operating System.,

Further decomposition of Operating System into .OrtgSe .,
dissociated modulees "l'nproved fault tolerance of Operating System

,_functionality " . " '

Application Function Library composed of dissociated, Additional assurance that-the'Application
simple, stateless, well--proven'odules. Function Libi'ary"is Very unlikelyto contain design

faults that could lead to digital failures.
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Table 3
Examples of Defensive Measures for Smart Devices with Simple Fixed Functionality

LDefensive Measures - Benefits
Application of documented and rigorous configuration
management program. Precise identification of theit6m, assuring that
Track record for control of changes and versions, and items with the same identification are identical.
notification of changes (especially software fixes).

Complete and unambiguous documentation. Characterization of the item, stating in particular
what it does, how well it does it, what is

* . '~guaranteed it will-not do h6 o it can fail, how it
Accurate documentation consistent with actual design. should be used, what it needs for correct

operation.,

Adequacy to support needed functionality. .'

Unneeded / unused capabilities shown to have no Fitness to purpose.
adverse impact on required functionality. . , , ".,.* .7<".

Rigorous development, manufacturing, and rodification . ".
processes.'. " ""'.1 , ; . , - , . •,,, , .u , ':.' ,'i .::, -;: , } ,- ... . " C

Functional and technical simplicity:.- Low • e. o .. ... u. . .i.i.l' design . ,fau.ts

Sufficient amount of credible,. relevanpt, and successful j ....-
operating history. . ,. , _ _ " ] . . ,

Testingin expected operational conditions.- 1'," i . .

Error handling capabilities,,.builtkn protecptjvef eatures, ., ,' - .
ability to handle expectedarnd, unforeseen~errors and.-,// Robustness, fault-tolerpance. , ....

abnormai cdnditions and dvents." .. ..'

Technical assurancethat the devicesu'iised in nharrow II
operational conditions, consistent with the bounds of its
qualificatiot: .

qualfictio... .. safe use oftme evlce.
Externarsiurveillan6d'by other portions 6f.the! &C .' I:, -
system, which inci-eases~the, likelihood ttat-failures;or, . -.

drifts are rapidly detected.-.'" "'.... * "- .- -"___ ._
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ENCLOSURE 2

Echelons Discussion .

29feb08 ...

The current staff:position on echelons of defense includes the statement:

"The RTS and ESFAS functionsmay' be-,combined into a single digital platform if the
criteria of Staff Positions 1 and 2 of the interim staffgquidance are met."-

The reference to I.SGs 1 and._2 is. not.appropriate here..First, there is no requirement for
diversity between RTS and ESFAS, so Staff Position 1 does not necessarily apply. If
RTS and ESFAS are combined into the same platform, and evaluation shows that they
are susceptibie.to a common-cause failure (CCF), then this CCF.is addressed 'as a part
of the D3 evaluation. In such a case, it is beingassumed that the common elements fail
in both systems as a part of the analysis, and-no diversity.that is the.subject of lSGs-1!
and 2 is being credited.. If,-given the.failure~of these conimoin' elemenfs',"b&st estimate
analysis shows that 10CFR100 limits are met, then no diversity- should be-required in',
accordance with the acceptance eriteria of BTP-19. If the D3 evaluption does credit
diversity between RTS and ESFAS, then that should be done consistent witk iSG-1.

Given that the diversity discussed in ISGs_ 1 and 2 is not required, and need not.
necessarily be credited to'meet the aicceptance criteria,of BTP-1 9, the reference to ,. -
ISGs 1 and 2 is not appropriate. Proposed new'language for the first sentence of the
echelons of defense-ISG is: ... ..

"The RTS and ESFAS functions may be combined into a single digital platform if the
acceptance criteria of Section 3 of BTP-1 9 are met."


